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W

omen have been turning to sexy lingerie to add spice to their romance since the time of
Cleopatra. The feel of fine silk or lacey lingerie against the skin can be such a powerful
aphrodisiac, that some of the most famous women in history swear by its success for
the pursuit and capture of conquests in the game of love. There are as many different
styles of lingerie to choose from as there are occasions to wear it. Lingerie can bring a
sense of mystery and intrigue to any intimate encounter.
earing sexy Lingerie can be as playful
as it is adventuresome. Not only does
sheer lingerie highlight a womans most
sensual assets, it makes her look and
feel more feminine. For some women,
deciding on the right bridal lingerie is
the most important underwear choice she will ever have to
make. Usually a bride will want to pick lingerie that looks
sweet and innocent, but is still sexy enough to remind her
new husband that while the wedding may be over, the
honeymoon has just begun. Although bridal lingerie is
usually available in the whimsical colors of virginal white,
pristine pink and baby doll blue, it is also designed to be
alluring and make a bride feel desirable on her special night.

W

L

ingerie is the perfect seductive element to
enhance any romantic tryst. If creating the right
mood is the goal, nothing is as provocative as
exotic lingerie to inspire romance. A tempting
black corset or scarlet red push –up bra will make
an unforgettable impression on any paramour.
From fishnets to naughty nighties, exotic lingerie is
guaranteed to steam things up in the boudoir and stir the
embers of desire into a passionate fire.
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From the Publisher

Here at Fashion Couture Magazine (FCM) we would like to welcome you in the world of International
Fashion. FCM celebrates women of all shapes and sizes through clothing, jewelry, fitness, and beauty.
FCM is one of the kind periodical that highlights the latest trends and fashion available worldwide.
Our Focus was to commend women’s fashion. FCM embraces international fashion through beauty
trends, nail designs, upscale clothes, and flawless accessories. Fashion Couture Magazine strives to be
the go to International periodical worldwide. Fashion Couture Magazine likes to praise women to be
feminine and fashionable. In keeping with this theme, we center to dressy clothing as opposed to ready
to wear outfits.
Appealing to women with luxury lifestyles, our goal is to unite global fashion trends into one affordable
magazine. Fashion Couture Magazine hopes to represent and join trends everywhere around the world.
We hope you enjoy reading about International Fashion around the world. FCM welcomes any comments or suggestions.

Azhar Harris
Publisher
Fashion Couture Magazine
info@fashion-couture-mag.com
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The Key to Sexy Lingerie!
Blurt out the words “Sexy Lingerie” and
images of open bust bras and crotchless panties often come to mind! However, there is much more to sexy lingerie
than this very small representation.
Sexy lingerie has the ability to transform
what might be considered an average
body into something more. The key to
unlocking the power of lingerie is to
use it to accentuate the most positive
features of the woman who is wearing
it. Women would be wise to remember
that men are visual creatures. By accentuating a woman’s’ most attractive
features in a visually appealing way, she
can count on getting a positive response from her male suitor every time.
Wearing sexy and appealing lingerie can
help to boost a woman’s self-confidence
in her body thus enhancing her overall
attitude, presence and appearance.
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The Key to Sexy Lingerie!
Additionally, lingerie today is much more comfortable to wear than in the
past. With the advancement in the popularity of lingerie has also come a
very beneficial side effect known as comfort. Newer materials and better
designs focused not just on the males visual gratification, but also on the
woman’s’ comfort have made it even more desirable for women to wrap
themselves in a sexy and fashionable lingerie outfit. Items such as sexy bras
can make the most of any breast whether ample or petite. A sexy stretch
lace baby doll can help bring the bust to the forefront and make the mid
section more subdued. A sexy pair of booty shorts can help to accentuate
the buttocks while a pair of sexy stockings can bring attention to that great
set of legs.
Fashion Couture Magazine
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KFC HEIRESS TURNED

FASHION DESIGNER
This is the story on how Kaila Fazai Methven created a
very successful Lingerie Brand Madame Methven

S

he was conceived
in the American city of [[Santa
Monica]]. She grew up with her
mom Lisa Methven in Beverly Hills.
Her mother passed away when she
was 14 years of age. Her dad is at
present living in Paris. She lived
with him at 14 years old until 18.
She grew up with 3 stepbrothers
and 1 relative. She experienced
childhood in an exceptionally poor
family unit of Muslim confidence
which was a major change from
living in Beverly Hills to living in
the suburbs of Paris in a Muslim
group. Kaila’s first interest in fashion began when she was 16 when
she interned as a cosmetics aide
at a Dior mold appear in Paris. She
at that point chose to seek after
her profession in Fashion Design
at Esmod Paris. She got her single
man, at that point preceded with
her examinations at International
Fashion Academy “IFA” to think
about her lord in Paris. In the wake
of getting her lord, she pursued
her MBA at IFA by and set out to
China, Italy and went to Polymoda
to complete her MBA in Luxury
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Brand administration. In the wake
of graduating, she moved to New
York with a specific end goal to
seek after her own particular
lingerie line. She lived in New York
for 3 months. At the point when
Hurricane Sandy hit, she exited
and moved to Venice, Los Angeles.
She got her first atelier Downtown
Los Angeles in Fashion District at
22 years old. She had a little group
working with her and she debuted
her first collection Latrodectus at
OC Fashion Week. She at that point
began her collection at LA Fashion
week. Soon after, Kaila was diagnostic with ovarian disease and
depression. She was constrained
into recuperation for a year. In the
wake of recapturing her health,
Kaila’s profession at last took off.
She re-opened the atelier with
another begin and another staff.
Her imaginative executive Mina
Binebine and her head supervisor
Elodie began the spic and span
gathering Mademoiselle, Made to
Adore and LBKM. She was found
by Tash Greizen proprietor of the
PR firm Now PR.
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cessing plant at Hammarsdale in 1963. Today, RCL Foods in South
Africa’s largest processor and marketer of chicken. RCL FOODS
is a fully integrated broiler producer that breeds and rears its
own livestock which it feeds from its own feed mills, processes,
distributes and markets fresh, frozen, value-added and furtherprocessed chicken. For more information, go to https://www.
instagram.com/madamemethven/ or http://madamemethven.co
m/
Fashion Couture Magazine

S

he from that point forward had been the front of Femme
Rebelle, Ellements, LA Fashion Magazine. She has been
highlighted in contrasts, runway, playboy, essential, most,
fab UK, Maxim, Angeleno as most powerful lady of the year
(December 2017 Issue). Her future spreads turning out are
with Elements Magazines, AFM, Book Us, FCM and some
more. She facilitated the Ken Boxer Live syndicated program in Santa
Barbara in August 2017. She won twice Best International Designer
of the year grants, Haute Couture Lingerie and Haute couture Pret
a watchman. She’s dresses numerous superstars, for example, Oscar
champ Apollonia Kotera, Kitty Brucknell artist from X factor UK,
Beverly Hills housewives, princesses, Jet-setters. She’s worked with
VIP beautician Law Roach who dresses Demi Lovato, Ariana Grande,
Zendaya and Celine Dion and furthermore Lisa Catalina who dresses
Beyonce, Nikki Minaj, Kelly Clarkson, Bretman Rock and Miley Cyrus

“Wearing nice lingerie makes me feel really
glamorous. I love to splurge on that.“ Fergie
Kaila is a member of All Saints Espiscopal Church. She supports LGBT
Youth Center, the Monday spiritual offering meal, the Laundry Love,
and the food pantry at the Islamic center.
In 2017, Kaila Methven won the IDA awards (International Design
awards) twice as best International couture lingerie designer and best
international couture poet a porter designer.
She fell in love at first sight with a French man at the age of 14. This
man encouraged her to start her career in lingerie. After a love story
of 4 years, she met multi millionaire Steve Mayer in New York, they
dated for about a year. In pursuing her career, thing ended and she
met the love of her life Jason who she dated for about 2 years and almost married. Her grandfather Stanley Methven started the Rainbow
brand on his father’s farm at Hammarsdale, outside Durban in 1960.
Her first sold from a stall in central Durban, demand for Rainbow’s
chicken grew quickly, leading to the commissioning of the first pro-
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Sexy Lingerie - A
Beginners Guide
Say ‘sexy lingerie’ and most people will think of black and red lacy
peep-hole bras and crotch less panties! However, this concept is
such a poor representation of what sexy lingerie is and what it
does. It can transform a ‘normal’ body into one that would befit a
model or actress and the physiological effects
can make even more of a transformation! Gone
are the days when sexy lingerie was something that was bought by a woman or man
to enhance sex – nowadays, it does so much
more. Certainly, items such as silky baby dolls;
pretty, colorful bras and knickers; suspenders;
lacy teddies etc. can enhance the experience of
making love, but now women are seeing more
to the picture that just that.
The good news is that today’s sexy lingerie is no longer uncomfortable, scratchy and unpractical. Fluid lines, top quality lace
and silk and other sensual materials, and, most important, a style
suited for today’s woman (as opposed to yesterday’s stick insect
shape) means they are like a second skin - and a very flattering
one at that. ‘Larger’ ladies – and the term is used very loosely as
around 40% of the UK population falls in to this outdated category - are now catered for when it comes to choosing pretty, fun

“Wearing beautiful, sexy underwear
cannot help but have a positive mental
effect on the wearer – and a more confident, happy person will radiate this
and reap the rewards”

The key to make the most of wearing sexy lingerie is
to focus on a part of your body that is really great.

and racy undies! Push up bras can make the most of an ample (or tiny) breast whilst lacy boy pants can flatter a round belly
and cuddly bottom whilst thongs can show of sexy legs.
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Matching Your
Body Type To
Your Lingerie
by Fashion Couture Magazine

O

ne thing that women of all shapes and sizes, from the
most petite to the big and beautiful, have in common
is that the lingerie they buy must make them feel
wonderful about themselves. That means sexy, sensual, desirable but most significantly, special. When
your special ‘someone’ turns the sports channel off because he noticed you in your sexy lingerie, it’s a definite plus and ego-boost.
Modern women of today consider their lingerie as an ever-increasingly important part of their wardrobe. Online shopping has
made it very easy, and opened up a new world for finding lingerie
that is sexy, exotic and remains comfortable to wear. There are a
few simple tips to bear in mind when shopping for lingerie so you
will always look wonderful and feel great. Even though all women
are beautiful, there are those times when you just require a little
nudge to make you sparkle, and lingerie can do that. Fashion and
comfort go together like peaches and cream. Choosing the right
lingerie for you may take a bit of practice, however, since there is
such a tremendous range of styles available. Picking Sexy Lingerie:

O
Y

n the market today, the majority of women can
wear red, white and black. Blondes look beautiful
in pastels; brunettes need the stronger colors like
sapphire blue or emerald green, while fiery redheads
look fantastic in green, blues and earth tones. Satin,
lace, silk; leather and velvet are just a few of the many materials
available. Remember that a sheer material is always going to be
more revealing. Sexy Lingerie and Your Body Type:
ou need to feel comfortable with your own body before
you can feel totally at ease with yourself. Emphasizing
the correct body parts, which is not necessarily showing
more skin, will make you feel appealing and desirable.
Always accentuate your positive features and play
down or understate the negative. If your body shape is straight –
with bust, waist and hips almost the same, choose a style that will
drape over your figure and stay away from tight fitting lingerie.
Comfort is just as important as the way you look. Nobody wants
to feel like they are being restricted in the wrong places. What
Not to Wear: 1. Make sure your lingerie isn’t worn, ripped or the
wrong size. 2. Thong undies under tight fitting skirts and pants
will prevent panty lines from showing. 3. Legs look sexy and slimmer in black nylons 4. Light colors make your legs appear heavier.
5. A one-piece body suit does a great job of hiding any bulges
and makes you look slimmer 6. Always, and this can’t be stressed
enough a bra that fits correctly.
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Christiana
Model: Christiana Dowdy
Photography: Barry Druxman
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POWER OF THE SILHOUETTE
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“She wore her pain like lingerie,
only who loved her enough, got
to see it.”
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“Brevity is the soul of lingerie.”
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LINGERIE

FOR
VALENTINE’S DAY
Choosing the right Lingerie for Valentines Day

The History of Valentine’s Day
St. Valentine’s Day has its origins in the
pagan customs of the third or fourth
century BC and coincides with the
Fertility Festival of Ancient Rome; over
time the festival was Christianized and
became a festival
In 1537 King Henry VIII decreed by
Royal Charter that all of England would
celebrate Saint Valentine’s Day on
February 14 and most of the world now
celebrates the day by exchanging cards
and tokens of affection. Of course one
of the most common gifts to give your
lover on Valentine’s Day is lingerie.
Why buy Lingerie for Valentine’s Day:
Valentine’s Day gifts should be intimate
and special tokens of love. Lingerie
perfectly matches that requirement,
making the recipient feel special and
bringing pleasure to the gift giver as
well. A well-chosen Valentines lingerie
gift is also a thoughtful present, showing you have taken time and care in
selecting something the recipient will
appreciate.
What type of Lingerie makes the best
Valentines gift?
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While the obvious answer is sexy
lingerie, Sexy doesn’t necessarily mean
skimpy thongs and barely there bras! A
woman looks and feels her most sexy
in flattering underwear which feels
good against her skin, enhances her
figure and is clearly high quality, we are
confident that you will find what you’re
looking for when you shop for lingerie
online with Ennia Lingerie. Sensual and
chic underwear that can be worn every
day, whether for a romantic meal out or
to make her smile at work is a far more
thoughtful present than a black feather
trimmed baby-doll which will be worn
once and then be buried at the back of
a cupboard. If you want to make the
best of both worlds and buy sexy Valentines lingerie online which will also become an everyday favorite why not try
a set of beautiful deep red Leavers lace
lingerie such as our Grace Range, and
add a sexy pair of Grace Garters to your
order, or why not say it with flowers and
order the beautiful rosy pink and very
feminine set of Gabrielle Lingerie, and
include a thong for special occasions as
well as a pair of traditional panties for
everyday? Gabrielle is currently on special offer so you don’t have to spend a
fortune to get exclusive, quality lingerie
when you buy Ennia.
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What type of Underwear do women
want?
Men often like sinfully dark colored
underwear but be warned however
that while ladies like to be spoilt most
women are at heart quite practical and
if your loved one has no dark blouses
or t-shirts to wear over the sexy black
lingerie she would probably prefer
something a little more subtle so she
can enjoy your present on a regular
basis! Classy ladies appreciate classy
lingerie, but they also appreciate your
making the effort to choose something
that is appropriate for them. Many
younger women like to wear lingerie
that is designed to be on display with
sexy Leavers Lace edging to peek out
of a neckline. Curvy ladies may prefer
a full cup bra than a couple of silky
triangles held together with elastic, and
petite ladies may like a bra which subtly
enhances their figure, However be
warned unless you know she wants one
most women would rather not receive
a Wonderbra as a Valentines gift! Ennia
has a huge range of bra styles to suit
every lady from the cleavage enhancing balconette and plunge bras to the
unpadded bras which many women
prefer to wear.

Lace is both attractive and luxurious, but make
sure you choose
high quality lace
such as Leavers
Lace which is
comfortable to
wear and sophisticated - there’s
nothing worse
than scratchy
cheap lingerie
against the skin
or lace which
shrinks when
washed. Advice
for ladies;
Why buy lingerie for yourself
for Valentine’s Day?
First and foremost because
you deserve it! New underwear makes you feel sexy
and if you feel sexy you are
sexy, so treat yourself to a
new bra and panties, or to a
full set with suspender belt
and garters, and enjoy feeling sexy and sophisticated
without spending a fortune!
You can also buy yourself
some underwear as a treat
for your Valentine. Men
love to buy their wives and
girlfriends sexy Valentines
lingerie in part because they
love to see you looking so
amazing, so why not choose
your own lingerie and wow
them with your new look
after (or during!) a sultry
evening this Valentine’s Day.
Lingerie to excite your partner need not be overpriced
fluff whether they like black
lace lingerie or white bra and
panties.
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Le Femme
Amy

Model Amy Loubris
Hair and Makeup: Christiana Dowdy
Photography: Barry Druxman
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“I think lingerie plays a
big part in how you carry
yourself.” Nicole Ritchie
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“ Life is like underwear;
change is good. “
Unknown
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